KnujOn Process Brief
The domains indicated below were reported to KnujOn.com as being advertised in
unsolicited email messages or in connection with other illicit Internet activity. Inspection
of some domains indicates they are used to advertise and sell illicit pharmaceuticals.
These sites frequently offer drugs without prescription or age verification from
unlicensed and unauthorized sources. Attempts to contact the registrant of record
through the WHOIS failed for the reasons cited in each case. At the end of the 45-day
WDPRS lifecycle the domains in question were still online with the same content and
the WHOIS was not updated. In the interest of providing context and background, an
example of the illicit content is provided. This particular complaint also involves a
possible false suspension and/or false data reporting.
Case 1: pastiglieperamore.com
The domain is an illicit pharmacy advertised in unsolicited emails and malware, still online as of
30 November 2011. Rogue pharmacy domains owned by the same registrant are involved in
mass malware infections at Rutgers University (see:
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2011/03/compromised-universities-leads-to.html)

WDPRS Complaint Details
complaint 45 Day
Domain
date
Deadline WDPRS #
pastiglieperamore.com 6/17/2011
8/1/11 3e1933e2634d3ea077694543de0e135a5441f1de
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“Email not accepted for policy reasons.”
An attempt to contact the registrant of pastiglieperamore.com was made on 17 June 2011 at
the WHOIS contact address “stavroscomodromos@yahoo.com” but our email was rejected for
“policy reasons.” The “policy reason” in this case is that the domain itself
(pastiglieperamore.com) is blacklisted for spamming. This is an ironic twist we encounter
frequently. It makes it impossible to contact the registrant about the intended subject matter.
Original rejection text:

Possible False Suspension
When we received the ICANN WDPRS Follow Up message for this complaint on 2 August 2011
the domain status in the update email was displayed as “status: hold,invalid-address.”
However, the domain was still online. Our research shows the WHOIS for
pastiglieperamore.com was changed on 5 June 2011 (before the complaint) and 5 August 2011
(after the cycle deadline). On both occasions the domain status read “status: lock.” There is
no mention of hold status or invalid-address issues. In all, we have reviewed 10 different cached
versions of the WHOIS record during the complaint cycle and cannot determine if the status was
ever anything but “lock.” It is unclear at this time how a Registrar would be able to submit a
different version of a WHOIS record to ICANN’s query, but this is clearly of great concern. The
WHOIS update in the follow-up is 5 July 2011, but we could not confirm this. This indicates the
other possibility that the status was temporarily changed while ICANN queried the record for
follow-up processing and then the domain was immediately reinstated.
Image of WDPRS Follow-Up WHOIS status:
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